
SUMMARY:
U.S. equities finished higher last week (S&P 500 +0.7%; Russell 2000 was -1.0%).  Value 
and cyclicals outperformed growth and defensives despite the continued pickup in 
concerns about the spread of the Delta variant of the coronavirus.  A further backup 
in rates fit with this trend though the broader market may have also been helped as a 
softer-than-expected core CPI contained the move.  Outperformers included materials 
(+2.7%), consumer staples (+2.1%), and financials (+1.9%); the only sector that declined 
was energy (-0.4%).

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
1. The Delta variant is impacting business as some companies are delaying return to 

the office, which probably suggests less business travel, etc.

2. The U.S. producer price index (PPI) surprised to the upside, rising 1.0% in July, 
ahead of the 0.6% expected.  Hopefully, pandemic-related price distortions will 
ease as economic activity normalizes and pent-up demand is satisfied.

3. Has inflation peaked?  Probably not. We expect it to be average +0.3% in the 
months ahead, or at a 3-4% annual rate.  

4. One of the counterarguments to an inflation problem is that productivity continues 
to grow, boosting profits, CAPEX, jobs, wages, and potential GDP growth.

5. The Fed will likely announce a tapering of QE by year-end, with actual tapering 
starting in January 2022.  We think the Fed will conclude tapering before the end 
of 2022, with hikes coming around year-end 2022.

6. The Fed may be behind the curve. A move toward 2% 10-year Treasury yields over 
the next six months may prove to be conservative if the Fed is forced to move 
faster than what the bond market is currently pricing.

7. The Senate passed a $1 trillion infrastructure package. The legislative battle over 
the $3.5 trillion reconciliation bill this fall will be the biggest domestic battle of the 
Biden presidency. 

8. EPS assumptions for 2022 may be too high.  After an incredible rebound in 
operating leverage, we think next year’s forecasts look too optimistic on margins 
relative to history and in the context of higher costs and taxes.

9. The prospect for higher corporate taxes, higher capital gains taxes, a pickup in 
inflation, and a possible rising rate environment are all secular headwinds for 
multiples.

10. The cumulative advance/decline line on the NYSE has not made a new high since 
early June.  That is an internal warning sign.
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EQUITY MARKETS
(INDEX TOTAL RETURN) LAST WEEK YEAR-TO-DATE

DJIA 0.94% 17.31%

S&P 500 0.75% 20.02%

NASDAQ -0.07% 15.47%

RUSSELL 2000 -1.06% 13.19%

RUSSELL 1000 GROWTH 0.18% 18.04%

RUSSELL 1000  VALUE 1.15% 20.37%

INTERNATIONAL 
EQUITY MARKETS
(INDEX NET RETURN)

LAST WEEK YEAR-TO-DATE

MSCI ACWI 0.71% 15.00%

MSCI ACWI EX U.S. 0.79% 9.33%

MSCI EAFE 1.56% 12.53%

MSCI EM -0.85% 0.54%

S&P EQUITY SECTORS
(INDEX TOTAL RETURN) LAST WEEK YEAR-TO-DATE

COMMUNICATION 
SERVICES 0.75% 25.81%

CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY 0.06% 11.31%

CONSUMER STAPLES 2.13% 9.40%

ENERGY -0.40% 33.55%

FINANCIALS 1.91% 32.12%

HEALTHCARE 0.54% 18.76%

INDUSTRIALS 1.41% 19.31%

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY 0.09% 19.42%

MATERIALS 2.74% 20.22%

REAL ESTATE 0.04% 30.00%

UTILITIES 1.76% 11.21%
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HOW LONG WILL LOW INTEREST RATES AND HIGH P/E RATIOS 
LAST?
Global financial markets continue to churn higher with concerns about the Covid-19 
Delta variant helping to hold down bond yields while reinforcing the entrenched 
bias at central banks to maintain hyper-accommodative policy settings and continue 
lagging the economic expansion.  The U.S. economic recovery has been more robust 
than elsewhere, aided by massive fiscal stimulus with the prospect for more.  This, 
along with the persistent popularity of U.S. mega-cap tech/growth stocks, has allowed 
U.S. equities to remain strong, hitting a series of marginal new highs in recent weeks.  
Global ex-U.S. equity markets have lagged but still remain well supported despite 
renewed Covid-19 angst and mobility restrictions in some Asian countries.  Although 
some central bankers have hinted that policy will eventually need to become less 
accommodative, the overwhelming consensus amongst the major central banks is to err 
on the side of letting economies run hot for as long as possible with the explicit goal of 
achieving core inflation that sustainably exceeds target ranges.

We have maintained a mildly pro-equity investment bias despite historically stretched 
valuations in most risk asset markets while underweighting bonds within a multi-asset 
portfolio.  Bond markets recently appear to be benefitting from both the re-acceleration 
in Covid-19 cases and the narrative that economic growth rates have peaked.  The 
consensus in the bond market seems to be that the world will return to the mediocre 
growth and sub-2% inflation environment that dominated last decade.  We disagree 
on both counts and expect economic growth rates to level off at a pace that will be 
in excess of the average of the 2010s and the underlying trend in core inflation to be 
modestly upward after the re-opening noise in the inflation data filters out.

The headlines last week heralded the slightly smaller increase in U.S. CPI in July.  The trend is still clearly up in terms of underlying inflation after 
stripping out the distortions due to noisy prices related to the pandemic and re-opening.  Not only are input prices rising solidly, but selling prices 
are climbing.  Most investors do not yet accept our forecast that inflation will have an upward tilt in the coming years after the current spike calms 
down.  This likely reflects the considerable uncertainty about the economic/inflation outlook after a disappointing past decade and then the 
pandemic shock and its aftermath, including ongoing variant angst.

The relative outperformance of the U.S. economy has provided some lift to the U.S. dollar, although it has still failed to recoup much of the ground 
lost in 2020.  We expect the rest of the developed world to catch up to the more vigorous U.S. economic re-opening, especially in Europe, once 
the service sector is able to fully benefit from greater mobility.  This expectation assumes vaccinations prove successful in controlling the pandemic.  
Thus, although U.S. dollar strength may persist in the short-term, we expect it to eventually depreciate in real terms against a basket of major 
developed and emerging market currencies, consistent with an eroding U.S. share of global economic activity over the long haul.

CONCLUSION:
There are no evident economic roadblocks, aside from potential virus outcomes, that signal a clear threat to risk asset prices in the near term.  While 
equity markets are churning at overbought levels, rising corporate earnings mean that the bias will be upward until the next meaningful upleg in 
bond yields develops.  That awaits greater market conviction that peak economic growth will be followed by still solid economic activity, and the rise 
in inflation is not transitory.

FIXED INCOME MARKETS
(INDEX TOTAL RETURN) LAST WEEK YEAR-TO-DATE

BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS
U.S. AGGREGATE BOND 0.11% -0.82%

BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS 
U.S. CORP HIGH YIELD -0.16% 3.65%

BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS 
U.S. GOV/CREDIT 0.13% -1.03%

BLOOMBERG BARCLAYS
U.S. T-BILL 1-3 MONTH 0.00% 0.02%

ALTERNATIVES
(INDEX TOTAL RETURN) LAST WEEK YEAR-TO-DATE

FTSE NAREIT 
(REAL ESTATE) -0.08% 26.54%

DJ COMMODITIES 0.87% 23.39%

RED ROCKS GLOBAL 
LISTED PRIVATE EQUITY 0.72% 27.44%

DB G10 CURRENCY 
FUTURES 0.30% 3.17%
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